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BLACK.-OUT IN B U S H HOUSE

elcome change We have a Foreign Secretary political " level of the Home Service" The
recognises that the import of information natura1,process of attrition, by which the temEurope is almost as vital as the import of porary returns to his peace-time profession as

Despite MI Bevin's warning last Friday,
the spirit displayed by the staff of the
Service of the B.B.C , the !Ministry of this has not happened The Government having
on and of tht? Political Warfare Esecu- come to no decision, the war-time services have in
actically the whole of the staff in fact be-,
to disintegrate dwing the summer, and

of broadcast which will evoke
General Flanco or our Catholic

began to break up

for runately the Minister of Information, who does
not even know if his Department will exist next
month, has no power to interfere The Foreign
Secretary, who in Spanish and Portugese eyes
will be held to have ordered these dismissals,
issues no directive to the B B.C And so 1Mr.
Haley gets away with it, and the world assumes
that Bevin is nuclding to Franco All the immense good will earned during the war by our
information services is permitted to be dissipated.
Europe, listening to Mr Haley's new bromidic
programmes, concludes that Britain, wearied by
her titanic war efforr, has lapsed baclr into her
pre-war slough of appeasement '' The new order
changeth giving place to old "-under a Labour
Government
The situation would be tragic, were it not so
easily remedied Ler the Prime Mmister, the
Foreign Secretary and the Minister of Informa-.
tion get together at once, and decide on the peacetime strucnue of the services After all, the B.B C
Charter is due for renewal next yea: ; and the
new House of Coinmons will not tolerate a broadcasting monopoly which suspends its editors
merely for expressing the British democratic
spirit in broadcasts to Fascist Spain

Last August, when the Chinese Communists
-concludmg from the Moscow-Cl~ungkmg pacz
over ~Manchuriathat they were unlikely to recelve
active support irom the U S S R -sent their
leader, Mao Tse-rung, to discuss " unity " with
Chiang Kai-shek, hopes quiclrened that the
threa? of civil war in China might be melted
This optimism was premature. Though agreement was rea-hed on the desirability of fusing
ill< Ruomiiiiaap a d ?he SoiSer Go;z~ii~iicn:
in an all.party Council of Chna, Chunglring's
demand That the whole of the Communist Army
should be disbanded or placed under the Marshal's
command was unacceptable to Yenan. And
now, according to the latest reports, fighting
on a considerable scale between the rival forces
has broken om iil North China, %hose siia:eg;c

some insistence which cannot mention Mr.
Carker without harping on his teeth, spoils many
otherwise admirable passage.
It is customary to regard the earlier part of this
book-up to the death of Little Paul-as by far
the best; some readers even fail to sulvive the
appearance of Edith Those who so fail miss
one of the finest pieces of psychological and descriptive writing Dickens ever achieved : I mean
Mr. Carlzer's flight across France, and his death
uiider the wheels of a locomotive I t was a
clever imaginative stroke to have introduced the
sailnay motive early in the book Its sinister
music, mitisated by the neighbourhood of the
adorable Toodles, forms as it were a bridge between Florence and her stepmother, who mee: iilst
in the stark and unwilling mind of MI Doinbey
The passage prepares us, in a symphonic sense,
for the late1 chapter, where another, equally
txoubled mind glinds on its immi~igablecouTse :
He could not think to any purpose He could
not separate one subject of reflection from another,
sufficiently to dwell upon it, by itself, for a minute
at a time The crash of his project fox the gaining
of a voluptuous compensation for past lestraint ;the
over.throw of his treachery to one who had been true
and generous to him, but whose least proud word
and look he had treasured up, at interest, for years
-for false and subtle men will always secretly
despise and dlslike the object upon which they fawn,
and always zesent the payment and receipt of homage
that they know to be worthless; these were the
themes uppermost in his mind A lurking rage
against the woman who had so entrapped him and
avenged her self was always there ; crude and misshapen schemes of retaliation upon her, floated in
his brain; but nothing was distlnct A hurry and
contradiction pervaded all his thoughts Even
while he was so busy with this fevered, Ineffectual
zhinking, his one constant idea was, that he would
postpone reflection until some indefinite time
But the chapter must be read as a whole, and
compared, for interest, with those greater chapters
which describe the despair of Emma Bovary and
of pLnna Karenina For there are points at which
the greatest novelists meet each other's eyes ; and
we hold our breath in astonishment, waiting for
the terrible moment to pass.
LIONELCRANFIELD
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seconds had gone to make up hex tears, how many
of thesc had been either null or bitter, how many
The Demon Lover. By ELIZ?BBIHBO'CWN had been void before the void claimed them
Cape. 7r Od
Or again, about the present day :
To. the Boating. By INEZHOLDEN Bodley
He thought, with nothing left but our brute
UmJ
./,.
7 ~A
J
courace, we shall be nothmng bdt brute;
.."
Her shalt stories possess the qualities of her
First Pmpressiosns. By ISOBEL
SIECHEY Cape
qr
AJ
novels. but inevitablv the atmos~here in hes
,*
""
I t is not an accident that in her little book on
the English novelists Miss Elizabeth Bowen
should have written so well of Thomas Hardy
and Henry James Hardy, it will be remembered,
thought poorly of The Reverberato,, James not
altogether well of Tess oj the d'lirbervilles , and
the two giants had little in common except their
occasional dependence on a hard centre of melodrama-cruder,
surprisingly enough, in James
than in Hardy Miss Bowen has somethjng in
common with both of them, though she manages
to avoid their improbabilities, and she has enough
of the true radiance of art to justify one's mentioning then? She shares Hardy's love of architectonics and of atmosphere : what Hardy will
make of a woodland, heath, or starve-acre farm,
she will make of a house or a summer night; and
so far as persons go, I think the creator of Tess
and Eustacia would have admired the drawing of
Portia and Anna in Miss Bowen's The Death of the
Heat t.^ And she shares with Henry James a love
of seeing how a story can be persuaded to present
problems of artistry in the presentation of the
" point of view " ; and a curiosity (it is not the
same as belief) about the supernatural and about
the ambiguous tzrritory between the supernatural and the natural She has not James's
sense of "the black and m;;ciless things that
are behind great possessions
Evil itself does
not intrude on her world I t is not evil, but
experience (they are not dissimilar, perhaps, but
they are not the same) that corrodes the innocent
people at the core of her books
In her new collection of stories it is frequently
obvious that she shares James's preoccupation
with style ; she has that kind of exact awareness
of albshe wishes to say, which makes her know'
precisely where a sentence needs to be a little
distorted, or where an unusual wold needs to
be used She has as well that gift which prose
can share with poerry : the ability to concentrate
the emotions of a scene, or a sequence of thoughts,
or even a moral, into an unforgettable sentence
or phrase with a beauty of expression extra to
the sense :
The newly-arrived clock, chopping off each
second to fall and perish, recalled how many
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Gunther Stein
A factual and vivid study of
achievementsand potentialities,
by one of the few Europeans to
enter Communist China.
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